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Supply Chain
A

s the business world evolves in
the information era, supply chain
and logistics management can
be the difference in a brand’s
success or failure. Understanding this,
Wiley X has built its supply chain to
involve all activities associated with
the flow of final goods among and
through suppliers, companies and
resellers to reach the end consumer
efficiently. Wiley X requires each link in
the chain to work efficiently, creating
customer satisfaction at the final point
of delivery to the end user.
This highly-functional supply chain
is an important tool for Wiley X to
ensure its customer’s success. Wiley
X customers rely on the fact that they
are capable of supplying them with the
right products, the right quality and, of
course, the right price in the right time.
Even a minor change in scheduling will

Wiley X have developed
a strong logistics
chain that’s been set
up to treat both large
distributors and small
independent retailers the
same
have an impact somewhere along the
chain and a very close collaboration
and a highly-flexible relationship
between the US and European
headquarters is fundamental in
keeping the chain working optimally.
As a global company specializing
in the design, development,
manufacturing, sales and distribution
of personal protective equipment,
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Wiley X has been assessed and
approved by an independent registrar
and is certified as an ISO 9001:2015
company. This global certification
means that Wiley X, Inc. has
implemented the proper safeguards
to ensure that key links in its supply
chain provide a first class service
throughout the world. Wiley X value
alliance management with its key
suppliers which assures a quality
product, competitive pricing, and
continuous innovation. Additionally,
enriched work environments, on-site
quality inspections and active dealer
communication channels, all play
important links in the chain.
First-class service can be provided
in many ways, and Wiley X strives to
CCWAV09
offer its customers the best service
F: GLOSS BLACK
regardless
of theBLUE
customer’s
location.
L: POLARIZED
MIRROR (GREEN)
While Wiley X measures its service
on criteria such as on-time deliveries,
quality of products, and variety of
products, the main parameter that the
company judges itself against is the
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logistics chain that’s been set up to
treat both large distributors and small,
independent retailers with the same
respect. The number one global goal is
that no shop or distributor should be
able to feel a difference in the supply
chain from either US or EMEA offices.
Great pride is taken by Wiley X in
servicing all of its customers equally
and aims to treat them like family.
ACOME05
The supply chain that’s set-up
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for international business varies
L: POLARIZED CRIMSON MIRROR (GREY)
between distribution and dealer-direct,
depending on the region. Great pride is
taken in international turnaround ship
times, where product typically moves
delivered or not. Wiley X customers
from the US/EMEA warehouses in two
also have the option of deciding which
to five days after receipt of order.
method of delivery they want, based
Specific programs for every size
on the country where they are located
of customer (distributor or dealer)
which is beneficial for them to have
are driven by customer needs, with
this option for urgent deliveries.
numerous standards to meet for
The growth of online shopping in
efficient process flow. EDI (Electronic
both the U.S. and EMEA as a percentage
Data Interchange) compliancy is a
of retail sales has grown continuously
starting point for many, which allows
year over year. Customers, including
all parties to efficiently and accurately
both retailers and end consumers
exchange business documentation.
ACOME05
expect their online purchases to arrive
Wiley
X also provides custom order
with appropriate speed and accuracy
processes
that include
F: MATTE
BLACKB2B, as well as
at a low cost. Wiley X processes are
dropL:shipments,
custom
reports,
live
POLARIZED CRIMSON MIRROR (GREY)
inventory feeds and shipment tracking. constantly reviewed as part of it’s
continual improvement objective, so
In the EMEA region (a market that
change is fairly constant to keep up
spans a huge territory from Norway to
with this ever-changing segment. The
South Africa), Wiley X uses traceable
increased trend in e-commerce sales
shipping forms, eliminating questions
has changed the allocation of the
about whether a shipment has been

one of meeting the customer’s exact
needs.
It is also important to look at factors
that may have a negative impact on
the service. Some tend to be subjective
(ie. rating customer service) while
others are more objective, based
on measurable in-house metrics.
Measuring negative loaded parameters
such as backorder rates, missed
deliveries and return rates due to
quality issues are easy to compare year
by year and have enabled Wiley X to
provide a better service year on year.
In an effort to ensure continual
improvement and efficiency,
the company is steered by its
Management System, which involves
internal audits on a myriad of areas,
including; manufacturing, assembly,
shipping, receiving, returns, customer
service, sales, purchasing, quality
assurance and design & development.
Opportunities are identified to improve
on product status, order progress, and
supplier control, as well as feedback
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internal resources compared to the
actual processes, but the end goal here
is to equally service both our brick
and mortar and e-commerce sales
channels efficiently.
We are living in a time of incredible
change for businesses, and supply
chain and logistics management are a
key factor in worldwide distribution.
Wiley X realises this and will continue
to develop, assess and refine its supply
chain to ensure its own success and,
importantly, to better service its
partners. If you’d like to learn more
about how Wiley X can help your
business, contact your local sales
representative at the U.S. or EMEA
corporate offices.
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